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Swiss Migration to America in the 1730s
A Representative Family: the Pfister family of Hori,
Canton Zurich and the Feaster family in America
by Hans Ulrich Pfister1

1: The First Mass Emigration of Swiss, in 1734 :2
America or, more precisely stated, the British colonies in North America,
was for the residents of Zurich of the 17th century a very distant region, about
whose attributes the strangest information was circulated. The embodiment of
the various colonies was Carolina, for whose settlement the recruiter's drum
was beaten in Switzerland. The Neuenberger Jean Pierre de Pury solicited with
a small tract for settlers for his newly founded settlement Purysburg in South
Carolina and thereby created the impetus for a great emigration movement out
of Canton Zurich. The living conditions which awaited the settlers in South
Carolina were naturally described in the most glowing terms in his
solicitations. To the horror of the Zurich authorities, there were many credulous
vassals who wished to undergo the hazards of the distant journey. The Zurich
Rat [Councillor] stood firmly against their intentions and immediately forbad
the spread of the solicitations. He was guided by his concern for his Reformed
vassals, who would meet with disorderly religious circumstances in the
colonies and might disavow the true Confession. 3
In October 1734, a group of more than 300 people, made up of both
families and single persons, from Zurich departed for America under the
leadership of the Zurich city pastor Moritz Gotschi. In the end, the Zurich Rat
(Councillor) had finally granted permission for the departure. For the
Councillor, Pastor Gotschi represented assurance that proper religious care was
secured for the planned foundi'ng of a Zurich colony in America. But it was not

1

Originally published in Gennan in 1966 as Die Anfange der Familie Feaster (Pfister
von Hori) in Amerika and published here in an English translation made under the direction
of Brigitte Burkett with minor editing by Lewis Bunker Rohrbach, with the kind permission
of Herr Pfister. Any significant new material has been placed in [brackets]. Any errors
introducted in the process are the responsibility ofL. B. Rohrbach not Herr Pfister.
2 [While the 1710 emigration of 106 Swiss from Canton Bern to New Bern, North
Carolina preceeded the 1734 Ziirich emigration, it was much smaller in scale.]
3 Hans Ulrich Pfister, "Ziircher Auswanderung nach Amerika 1734/1735 - Die
Reisegruppe um Pfarrer Moritz Gotschi" ("Zurich Emigration to America 1734-1735 - The
Party of Pastor Moritz Gotschi"), in Zurcher Taschenbuch 1986, Zurich 1985, pp. 45-99,
passim. Cited hereafter as Pfister, "Ziircher Auswanderung".

3
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to be the case. The voyage proceeded with great difficulty. The travelers had
to wait several days in Basel until the French passports required for the further
voyage down the Rhine were made available. Some had to take up begging in
order to survive. The entire enterprise dragged out an inordinately long time.
The savings of several of the emigrants were exhausted shortly after Basel, so
that these had to continue their voyage on foot. The promises in the advertising
circulars proved to be partly false, and the difficult personality of the leader
Moritz Gotschi also contributed to the impossibility of the situation.
In Basel, about 30 of the emigrants separated themselves from the group
and traveled on their own straight across France to the port of Calais. From
there, they traveled to London aboard a freighter belonging to the Lloyds
concern. They continued the longer sea voyage to America on another
freighter, and arrived in the Charleston, South Carolina harbor on 7 February
1735. The remainder of the Zurich group travelled to Rotterdam and had to
wait a long time in the environs of the city, and even beg, until an opportunity
presented itself to continue their voyage. Dissention in the group led to a
second party separating themselves in Rotterdam and travelling via England,
eventually arriving at Savannah, Georgia. Pastor Gotschi successfully applied
to the Dutch Reformed Church for a pastorate in the American colonies. Since
he was promised a position in Pennsylvania, he and the remainder of his party
travelled to Philadelphia, where they arrived at the end of May 1735 after
almost eight months en route. At that time, Pennsylvania was the primary
destination of the German-speaking immigrants.
Pastor Gotschi died only hours after his arrival in Philadelphia. The
founding of a colony was no longer even a matter of discussion, as few of the
emigrants could afford even the cost of the passage. The captains also
transported people without means, who upon arrival had to pay for their
passage with several years of servitude. This system of indentured servitude
resulted in groups of immigrants and even individual families being completely
separated. Advertisements survive in the German-speaking newspapers of
Pennsylvania, which were placed by those completing their terms of servitude
in search of their family members. In some cases families learned via the
newspaper of the death of a family member in service.4
The experiences of the first emigrants from Zurich were soon made known
at home through letters. A few emigrants, such as Ludwig Weber from
Wallisellen, broke off their voyage prematurely, returned to Switzerland, and
reported their experiences on their return home. Weber's travel report was

4
Edward W. Hocker, Genealogical Data Relating to the German Settlers of
Pennsylvania and Adjacent Territory. From Advertisements in German Newspapers
Published in Philadelphia and Germantown 1743-1800, Baltimore, Md 1980 (e.g. pp. 1, 33,
73, 143). Cited hereafter as Hocker.
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printed and disseminated by the authorities in order to frighten others who
might be thinking of emigrating. After the first negative report from Basel, the
Zurich Councillor had forbidden, by way of a mandate issued at the beginning
of November 1734, emigration to the British Colonies. In the following years
the mandate was repeated several times and seemed to be effective. The
situation calmed for several years.

2: Renewed Emigration Fever in 1738:
In the late summer of 1738, the desire to emigrate flared anew in the
Zurich lowlands. A regional emigration movement grew in a short time from
initially local beginnings. The trigger for this phenomenon is not named in the
surviving source material: possibly it was two men from Weiach who had
emigrated earlier, returned and tried to contrive for their family to follow.
The unmarried brothers Heinrich Meierhofer (born 1703) and Hans
Heinrich Meierhofer (born 1709) from W eiach departed from Zurich October
3rd or 4 th , 1734 with Pastor Gotschi.5 They had left the group in Rotterdam and
had traveled via London to Georgia, where on the 6th of April 1735 they
landed in Savannah aboard the ship Two Brothers. Purysburg, South Carolina
and Frederica, Georgia are named as residences of the two brothers. Both were
still living in the year 1756 when the Seven Years War [known in America as
the French and Indian War] broke out. Henry Mayerhoffer was a soldier in the
militia in the Purysburg company of Captain John Bourquin, whose surname
betrays his Neuenberg origins. The company was made up of 61 men, of whom
slightly more than half had German surnames. The other brother, also called
Henry Myerhoffer, had settled in Georgia but turned up the same year on a
Spanish prison ship off the coast of Cuba. New York privateers claimed the
ship for France, which was opposed to England in the war. 6
Perhaps one of the two Meierhofer brothers reported in a letter to their
family, which had remained behind in Switzerland, of the success of their
emigration or perhaps encouraged them also to undergo the dangers of the
voyage and to follow them. In any case, in 1738 their parents Rudolf
Meierhofer and wife Elisabetha Baumgartner (both 65 years old) from W eiach,
and their sister Susanna Meierhofer with her husband Matthias Baumgartner
travelled to America. 7 For the parents this was an extremely hazardous venture,

5
Staatsarchiv des Kanton Zurich A 174 (Emigration to Carolina and Pennsylvania,
etc.) Nr. 89. Cited hereafter as Staatsarchiv Zurich, with document number. Also, Pfister,
"Zurcher Auswanderung", pp. 87, 94.
6
George Fenwick Jones, The Georgia Dutch. From the Rhine and Danube to the
Savannah, 1733-1 783 . Athens GA 1992, pp. 45, 59, 166; cited hereafter as Jones, The
Georgia Dutch. Also, George Fenwick Jones, The Germans ofColonial Georgia 1733-1783.
Baltimore MD 1986, pp. xiii , 72 ; cited hereafter as Jones, The Germans of Georgia.
7
Staatsarchiv Zurich, A 174, Nr. 89.
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as the voyage was fraught with the greatest hardships. It was quite rare for
older people to emigrate to America.
For the voyage to America, people from the same regions generally formed
a group. 8 In many instances, as is the case for Weiach, the roster of names
which the pastors had to submit in 1744 lists only the year of emigration, so
that the exact composition of the group which departed in l 73 8 can no longer
be determined precisely.9
This void is partially filled through the use of American sources. Upon
arrival in an American port, the immigrants had to swear both an Oath of
Abjuration (of Catholicism) and an Oath of Allegiance to the English king. For
the port of Philadelphia, through which the main stream of German-speaking
immigrants poured, these so-called ships lists are preserved from 1727
onwards. There were three lists in all. As a rule, all three contain the name of
those swearing both abjuration and allegiance, namely all males 16 years of age
and older. In a few cases the Captain's List gives the ages and/or the names of
women and children. The Captain's list was prepared by an English-speaking
official, who spelled the name as best he could from its sound and his
education. On the two other lists, the Oath of Abjuration and the Oath of
Allegiance, the new subject had to (ifhe was able to write) sign his name, or
otherwise to make his mark. 10 The three lists are commonly known as List A
(Captain's List); List B (Oath of Abjuration); and List C (Oath of Allegiance).
In the beginning of December 1738, a mixed group of immigrants arrived
in Philadelphia on the snow Enterprise. In the passenger lists, which contain
31 names, they are designated as 'Palatines'. 11 The concept of 'Palatine' was
often not that of a geographical origin (for the Palatinate), rather, it was
incorrectly used as a generic term for all German-speaking immigrants. Of the
passengers who swore the Oath of Allegiance on 6 December 1738, about half
were from the region of southern Germany. Others came from the Basel district

8

Hans Ulrich Pfister, Die Auswanderung aus dem Knonauer Amt 1648-1750. 1hr
Ausmass, ihre Strukturen und ihre Bedingungen. (The Emigration from the Knonau District
1648-1750. Its Extent, Structure and Conditions). Zilrich 1987, pp. 152-159. Cited hereafter
as Pfister, Auswanderung dem Knonauer. Also, Mark Haberlein, Vom Oberrhein zum
Susquehanna. Studien zur badischenAuswanderung nach Pennsylvania im 18. Jahrhundert
(From the Upper Rhine to the Susquehanna. Studies of the Emigration from Baden to
Pennsylvania in the 18th Century). Stuttgart, Germany 1993, p. 107; cited hereafter as
Haberlein.
9
Staatsarchiv Zurich, A 174, Nr. 1-98.
10
Ralph Beaver Strassburger and William John Hinke, editors, Pennsylvania German
Pioneers. A Publication ofthe Original Lists ofArrivals In the Port of Philadelphia From
1727 tp 1808. 3 volumes. Norristown, Pa. 1934 (reprinted, Picton Press, Camden, Me.
1992). Cited hereafter as Strassburger & Hinke.
11
Strassburger & Hinke, 1:248-250.
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of Switzerland (familiar villages of origin are Bubendorf, Sissach, and Pratteln
or Ziefen) and from the Zurich lowlands. The following Zurich residents have
to date been identified: Rudolf Meierhofer and Matthias Baumgartner from
Weiach (both mentioned above), Felix Hauser from Stadel, Hans Jakob
Frohlich from Niederhori, and also Kaspar and Jakob Horni from Ins, Canton
Bern, whose family had however, resided in Canton Zurich in Steinmaur and
vicinity since 1700.12
One month later, the billander London arrived in Philadelphia. On the Oath
of Allegiance list of 10 January 1739 there are 21 names of 'Palatine' male
immigrants aged 16 and upwards. Two-thirds of the passengers could have
been German, but at the head of the passenger lists are the names of seven men
from the Zurich lowlands of Switzerland: Felix Lang, Junghans Lang, and
Hans Heinrich Lang (all from the Stadel Parish); together with JunghanB
Pfister, a second Junghan/3 Pfister, Heinrich Oertli and Han/3 Gassmann (all
from Endhori). 13
Another month later, the ship Jamaica Galley arrived in the harbor of
Philadelphia. The passenger list of7 February 1739 contains 89 names. With
very few exceptions they are names of those from Zurich, which again are
listed under the designation 'Palatine'. The passengers came from various areas
of Canton Zurich; the Zurich lowland, the Zurich wine territory, the vicinity of
Winterthur and the Knonau district. The majority of the second Zurich
emigration arrived on this ship, insofar as it poured into Pennsylvania.14
If the voyage went well, it took about three or four months to arrive in an
American port. 15 With the snow Enterprise (Oath of Allegiance dated 6 Dec
1738) this happy occurrence was obviously the case. It is known that Felix
Hauser departed from Stadel on the first of August. But for the three Lang
families from the Stadel parish who arrived in Philadelphia one month later, the
same August 1st departure is also noted in a household list. 16
It is quite probable that a larger group departed together for America at this
time from the vicinity of Weiach - Stadel - Hori - Steinmaur. They arrived in

12
Albert Bernhardt Faust and Gaius Marcus Brumbaugh, Lists ofSwiss Emigrants in
the Eighteenth Century to the American Colonies. Volume II: From the Stale Archives of
Bern and Basel, Switzerland. Washington, DC 1925: p. 114. (Both volumes cited hereafter
as Faust & Brumbaugh). The 1976 edition of these two volumes contains as an appendix,
with numerous corrections by Leo Schelbert, titled "Notes on Swiss Emigrants". Hocker,
p. 14.
13
Strassburger & Hinke, I:250-251 ; II:257 (facsimiles of the lists); Staatsarchiv Zurich
A 174, Nr. 1-98.
14
Strassburger & Hinke, 1:251 -5; Staatsarchiv Zorich A 174, Nr. 1-98.
is Pfister, Auswanderung dem Knonauer, pp. 154-5.
16
Staatsarchiv Ziirich E III 114.8 (Haushaltungsrodel Stadel 1732), pp. 23, 58, 132,
144.
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Rotterdam in the fall, after the ideal time for the ocean crossing was already
past (most of the ships left Rotterdam in the spring and arrived in Philadelphia
between August and October). As citizens of a landlocked country, the Swiss
didn't know the shipping routines. This was a peculiarity of the first Swiss
emigrant groups - they obviously did not leave until after the harvest, so their
ocean crossings were made in the late fall or winter when seasonal storms
added to the dangers and difficulties of the voyage. Later emigrants from
Zurich, escorted by experienced Neuliinder (Neuliinder was the term applied
to emigrants who after a few years returned to their homeland and often took
new immigrant groups back to America with them), usually departed about the
first ofMay. 17
Presumably there was no immigrant ship ready in Rotterdam, as the
traveling season was over or the ships were still on the return voyage from
Philadelphia. In any case, the group then went on to London. There, half found
berths on the snow Enterprise, whereas the remainder had to wait a while
longer, which delayed their arrival in America by a month. The snow
Enterprise and the billender London both transported equally few persons (31
& 21 adult males respectively). Perhaps they were freight ships which
transported people as incidental passengers. In comparison, the fourteen ships
with emigrants to America which left Rotterdam, or in one case departed from
Amsterdam, during the normal traveling season arrived in the harbor of
Philadelphia in the months of September, October and November 1738 and had
on board on average 84 adult males. 18
According to the Swiss emigration lists, several of the Zurich emigrants
departed in the beginning of December. Their names reappear in the passenger
lists of the ship Jamaica Galley, which arrived in Philadelphia the beginning
of February; her men signing the required oaths 7 Feb 1738/9. The large wave
of Zurich emigration therefore began about one month after that of the
emigrant pioneers of the Zurich lowlands of the same year. 19 Several families
from the Zurich lowlands, including five families from Weiach, in all 40
persons, left in 1738. However, they changed their destination en route and
instead went to East Prussia. As colonists they settled the region surrounding
the Masur Sea [Masurischen See], in the far eastern portion of what today is
Poland. It is not clear if they left with the first group or with the second group,

17

18
19

Pfister, Auswanderung dem Knonauer, pp. 154-8; Strassburger & Hinke, 1:768-776.
Strassburger & Hinke, I: 198-251.
Staatsarchiv Zurich, A 174, Nr. 1-98; Strassburger & Hinke, I:251-5.
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or if perhaps they had formed their own company. They also did not reach their
destination until the following year. 20
The large company of emigrants of 173 8/39 completed their journey in the
conventional manner of the time. The Jamaica Galley picked up her passengers
in Rotterdam, and brought them, after the necessary touch at Cowes, a port on
the south coast of England, on a direct route to Philadelphia. The 22-year-old
single man Hans Anner was aboard the Jamaica Galley. According to a note
in the Household List of Stadel, he also had departed for America on August
1st. Differences therefore occurred not only in the itinerary and destinations, but
also in the time of departure, which could be lengthened due to individual
circumstances, such as illness). 21
Let us go once more back to the beginning of the story of the wave of
emigration of 1738: In connection with the belief that the Meierhofer family
of Weiach could have been the trigger, it should be noted that the entire family
did not emigrate and settle together. What became of the 65-year-old parents,
we do not know. The son-in-law Matthias Baumgartner (who m. Susanna
Meierhofer) settled in the vicinity of what was at that time the outer edge of
settlement in Donegal Township, Lancaster County, Pennsylvania. Mathias
Bumgardner was naturalized by the supreme court in Philadelphia on IO April
1755, without requiring he swear an oath; therefore he was no longer a member
of the Reformed faith but had joined a religious community which did not
swear oaths. 22 A distance of 1,000 kilometers or 620 miles lay between the
brothers Meierhofer who lived on the border between Georgia and South
Carolina, and their cousin Matthias Baumgartner in Pennsylvania.
3: The Emigrants from Hori in the year 1738:
Having once made the decision to journey to America, the emigrants from
Hori had no idea where the fates would take them. Presumably they had no
conception of the distance over which they would need to travel. In considering
the entire period of emigration to America, which in Canton Zurich was a mass

°

2

Fritz Strafer, "Die Kartei Ehmer. Ansiedler im n1irdlichen Ostpreussen nach der
grossen Pest von 1709" ("Map ot the Ehmne Settlers in northern East Prussia after the Great
Plague of 1709") (Quellen, Materialien und Sammlungen zur altpreussischen Familienforschung (Sources, Materials and Collections related to old Prussian Genealogy), Nr. 3).
Hamburg 1988, pp. 17-18; 149,199,200, 271 , 277 , 432,439, 477; Staatsarchiv Zurich A
174Nr.34, 70, 77,89, 97.
21
Strassburger & Hinke, I:251-5; Staatsarchiv Zurich E III 114.8 (Haushaltungsrodel
Stadel 1732), p. 123.
22
Pennsylvania Archives. Second Series, volume II. Harrisburg, Pa. 1876, p. 394;
Matthias Baumgartner aus Lancaster County. In the original in the Pennsylvania State
Archives, Harrisburg, Pa., therer is a handwritten note appended giving his origin as
Donegal Township.
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phenomenon from 1734 to 1750, the destination of Pennsylvania was
unquestionably in the forefront. Other emigrants from Zurich traveled also to
Georgia, South Carolina, New York and even Nova Scotia.23 The distance
between the southernmost and northernmost port of entry, namely between
Savannah, Georgia and Halifax, Nova Scotia, is an unbelievable 2,000
kilometers or 1,200 miles.
By making a detour via London, the earliest emigrants of 1738 chose an
uncommon route. It lay outside the established transportation lanes between
Rotterdam and Philadelphia. 24 But previously, other emigrants from Zurich had
taken a route through London. A small group from the Knonau district waited
in September 1734 in London and shortly thereafter continued on via
Charleston to Purysburg, South Carolina.25 The emigrants of 1734/35 in Pastor
Gotschi's group who had separated in Rotterdam and traveled on to London,
eventually arrived in Savannah, Georgia. 26 In contrast to their predecessors, the
emigrants of the year 1738 did not reach port in a southern colony. Captain
Joshua Pipon took his billender London to Philadelphia. In the winter of
1738/1739 only three ships carrying emigrants from Zurich arrived there,
coming at one-month intervals. 27
Other emigrants from Zurich made for New York, among them for
example Hans Heinrich Albrecht from Stadel with his young wife, who
departed in August 1738. It was therefore not necessarily true that all emigrants
from Hori arrived in Pennsylvania.28
The voyage on sailing ships was fraught with great risk. Occasionally the
sea voyage ended in a catastrophe. The fact that the Zurich emigrants did not
arrive in Rotterdam until the fall of 1738 was probably to their advantage, as
three of the worst known ship passages are reported for the summer of 1738.
In July 1738 the ship Oliver started out from London with more than 300
people on board. Typhoid broke out, and took as its victims the captain, other
officers, and fifty of the passengers. The ship was driven off course by severe
storms. Under the command of a simple seaman, the ship finally reached the
coast of Virginia, where it ran aground and was destroyed by the heavy surf.

23

Pfister, "Ziircher Auswanderung"; Jones, The Georgia Dutch; Jones, The Germans
ofGeorgia; Robert L. Meriwether, The Expansion ofSouth Carolina 1729-1765. Kingsport,
TN 1940 (for South Carolina); Strassburger & Hinke (for Pennsylvania); Henry Z Jones Jr.,
More Palatine Families, Universal City, CA 1991 (reprinted Picton Press, Rockport, ME
1999) (for New York); Hocker, p. 143 (for Nova Scotia).
24
Haberlein, pp. 102-7.
25
Schelbert/Rappolt, Alles isl ganz anders hier, pp. 50-61 .
26
Pfister, "Zurcher Auswanderung", pp. 58, 59, 76; Jones, The Georgia Dutch, p. 45.
27
Strassburger & Hinke, I:248-255.
28
Henry Z Jones, Jr., More Palatine Families, pp. 4 (Albrecht), 24, 155-6, 184-6, 187,
etc.
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Only a very few passengers survived. Another ship, the Princess Augusta, left
Rotterdam on August 1738 with 340 passengers. A malevolent fever and
hemorrhaging en route seized a majority of the passengers and also the captain.
When the ship reached an island off the coast of Rhode Island, only 105
passengers were still alive, of whom another 15 died shortly thereafter. And on
the ship Charming Nancy which sailed from Rotterdam to Philadelphia and
arrived there in the beginning of November 1738, three-quarters of the
passengers fell victim to a typhoid-like epidemic. It was in the three ships
following these three unlucky ones that the emigrants from Zurich crossed the
Atlantic. 29
Their arrival in a strange city occurred in the middle of winter. What
awaited the emigrants from Zurich in Philadelphia? Would they first have to
work off their passage money, because they did not have enough funds to cover
the cost of the entire trip? We do not know. Only years later do we have any
evidence of their fates. The surviving history of those who emigrated in the
year 1738 from Hori appear as follows:

Hano Jakob Frohlich from Niederhori; b. 1704; m. Elisabeth Brunner;
children: Anna, b. 1737; Hans Jakob, b. 1738.
The pastor of Bulach reported in his Emigration List of 1744 that the two
small children ofHanl3 Jakob Frohlich ofNiederhori died on the trip. Anna (b.
1737) died in Rotterdam, while Hans Jakob (b. 1738) died at sea. Han/3 Jakob
Frohlich entered bis name in his own hand, as Hanft Jacob Froli, in
Philadelphia at the swearing of the Oath of Abjuration and the Oath of
Allegiance. In the year 1740, he lived 100 km or 62 miles west of Philadelphia.
On the 6th of April he brought for baptism into the Reformed Church in the
city ofLancaster his daughter Elisabeth, born 8 February 1740. 30 As a widower
he married a second time in Lancaster on 26 December 1758, the widow Anna
Margaretha Theobald (d. 1789). "Jacob Frelick" from Lancaster Township,
Lancaster County, PA was naturalized on 24/25 September 1764 by the
Supreme Court in Philadelphia. Jakob Frohlich was buried 26 December 1779
in Lancaster.31

29
Jones, The Georgia Dutch, pp. 11, 282; Strassburger & Hinke, 1:245-255; Fritz
Trautz, Die pflilzische Auswanderung nach Amerika im 18. Jahrhundert. Heidelberg 1959,
pp. 24-25.
30
Staatsarchiv Zilrich A 174, Nr. 15; Strassburger & Hinke, 1:248-250; F. Edward
Wright, Lancaster County, Pennsylvania: Church Records of the J8'h Century. Vol. 2.
Westminster, MD 1994, p. 4 (cited hereafter as Wright, Lancaster).
31
Wright, Lancaster, 2: 160, 206,211 ; Pennsylvania Archives. Second Series. Vol. II.
Harrisburg, PA 1876, p. 457 (naturalization).
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Hano Gassmann from Endhori; b. 1674; m. (3 rd wife) 1718, Anna Bertschi;
children: Agatha Katharina, b. 1724; Hans Martin, b. 1726.
Hanl3 Gassmann dared to undertake the voyage to America at an advanced
age. He was the son of a schoolmaster and in Hori held the office of forester.
From 1716 onwards, he and his family lived for many years in the vicinity of
Karlsruhe (in Weingarten, Milnzesheim & Knielingen). In Milnzesheim he had
married in 1718, Anna Bertschi, a widow who was originally from Hofstetten
bei Oberglatt. 32 With his third wife and his two children born in Knielingen,
Agatha Katharina & Hans Martin, he departed from Hori for America in 1738,
having obviously returned to his Swiss Heimat only a short time before. He
entered his name on the oaths, once as Hanft Gassmann and again as Johannes
Gassmann. 33 At this time we have no further information about the fate of this
family.
The Gassmann family is a special case, in that only some of the children
went to America. The others found their new homes in the Palatinate. Of these,
Heinrich Gassmann (b. 1708) was living as a Hintersi:iss (non-citizen resident
or copyholder) in Weingarten, Germany and was married as of 1732 to Barbara
Hug from the Bern district of Switzerland. Their son Johann Leopold
Gassmann (1732-1787) served first as farmhand to a farmer in Spock in the
Durlach domain. Then he let himself be recruited by Danish King Friedrich V
as a colonist. He came to the duchy of Schleswig in the parish of Kropp,
Gottorf district, where on 24 July 1761 a colonist's land grant was awarded to
him, via a lottery, by the name of Heuort/Friedrichswiese. This farm near
Schleswig was always passed by the father to the eldest son. Today people of
the name Gasmann still live there. It is the only one of the 573 colonist farms
established at the time which has remained in the same family from the time of
its founding until the present day. The farm is of a nice size; in 1980 having
32.5 hectres (80 acres) ofowned land, 2 hectres (5 acres) of leased land, and
33 cows. In addition, the property also includes a marsh district which is home
to rare flora and fauna and is a protected natural resource.34

32

Staatsarchiv Zilrich E III 21 .20 (Haushaltungsrodel Hori 1715), fol. I Ov-11 r; E III
21.4, pp. 49-50 (Taufnachtrage aus Knielingen); Karl Diefenbacher, Ortssippenbuch
Weingarten, Landkreis Karlsruhe in Baden (Town History of Weingarten, District
Karlsruhe, Baden). Grafenhausen bei Lahr 1980, p. 211 (Nr. 2408) ( cited hereafter as
Diefenbacher, Ortssippenbuch Weingarten); Karl Diefenbacher, Hans Ulrich Pfister and
Kurt H. Hotz, Schweizer Einwanderer in den Kraichgau nach dem Dreissigjlihrig Krieg
(Swiss Immigrants into the Kraichgau after the Thirty Years War). Sinsheim 1983, p. 62 (Nr.
1355).
33
Staatsarchiv Ztirich A 174, Nr. 15; Strassburger & Hinke 1:250-251.
34
Diefenbacher, Ortssippenbuch Weingarten, p. 211 (Nr. 2408) and p. 287 (Nr. 3456);
information from Ernst-Gilnther Gipp of Schleswig 25 March 1995, based upon Otto
Clausen, Chronik der Heide-und Moorkolonisation im Herzogtum Schleswig (1760-1765)
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Emigrants from Hori in 1738
An overall comment on the emigrants from Hori in 1738 may be of
interest: they were a group - with the exception ofHan8 Jakob Frohlich - only
until their arrival in Philadelphia. Then they went their separate ways, and their
places of settlement lay far apart. The following summarizes the Hori emigrants
who left for Pennsylvania in 1738.
Heinrich Oertli from Endhori; b. 171 O; m. Regula Oertli, b. 1708; children:
Felix, b. 1732; Heinrich, b. 1735; Kleinverena, b. 1738.
Heinrich Oertli could not sign his name at the Oath of Allegiance in
Philadelphia. The English-speaking clerk entered his name as Henry Ortley.
Oertli confirmed the signature with an X. 35
Heinrich Oertli settled in Berks County. On 28 June 1757 his son Heinrich
(Henry, son of Henry Ertle) after three times proclamation, married in the
Lutheran Moselem Church, Richmond Township, Berks Co., PA, Katharina
Frei.36 Moselem lies 20 km (12 ½ miles) north of the city of Reading, PA.
Junghanf3 Pfister from Endhori; b. 1708; m. Regula Gassmann, b. 1706;
children: Heinrich, b. 1732; Dorothea, b. 1735; Anna, b. 1737: and
Junghanf3 Pfister from Endhori; b. 1719, single.
These two emigrants of the same name were cousins. Both Pfisters could
write their names. The first entered bis name on the oaths as Junghan8 Pfister,
the second as Johanis Pfister.37 The later fate of the younger, single, Junghan8
Pfister has not yet been determined. The following chapter deals with the
family of the older Junghan8 Pfister and his wife Regula Gassmann.
4: Junghanf3 Pfister (1708 - 1775)
Junghanl3 Pfister was living in modest circumstances when he made the
daring decision to venture a new beginning in America. It was not until some
time after his departure to 'the Carolinas' that his land was sold in 1740 at
bankruptcy auction. This consisted of 5 parcels of farm land which together
made up about 9% Vierling (about 87 Aren). The purchase price for all the
parcels together was 239 Gulden and 20 Shillings. Very little cash changed
hands, as the purchasers had above all letters of debt against the property as

(Chronicle of the heathen and Moor Colonization of the Duchy of Schleswig {1760-1765)).
1980.
3
s Staatsarchiv Zurich A 174, Nr. 15; Strassburger & Hinke I:250-251 .
36
F. Edward Wright, Berks County, Pennsylvania" Church Records of the J8'h
Century. Vol 2. Westminster, MD 1993, p. 243 .
37
Staatsarchiv Zurich A 174, Nr. 15; Strassburger & Hinke I:250-251.
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well as outstanding interest to assume. Junghanfi Pfister's older brother
Heinrich took in from the auction only 41 Gulden and 14 Shilling in cash.38
In the Biilach emigrant roster of 1744, JunghanB Pfister is listed with the
occupation of 'tailor'. Therefore he was a typical representative of the
tradesman-farmer: Along with the working ofa small property, which was not
quite enough to secure the basic necessities, he needed to earn a supplemental
income for his growing family by a trade. In the year 1738 his family consisted
of his wife Regula Gassmann, who came from Winkel, and three small
children: the six-year-old Heinrich, the almost three-year-old Dorothea and the
ten-month-old Anna.39 JunghanB Pfister therefore had very little to lose in
Endhori when he left for America.
Junghanf3 Pfister settled with his family in Northampton Township, Bucks
County, Pennsylvania. The location ofhis settlement was only about 25 km ( 16
miles) northeast of Philadelphia. The Pfister family therefore took a somewhat
different path than the one normally beaten by the German-speaking
immigrants, who for the most part moved far inland and settled in heavily
German-speaking neighborhoods. In Northampton Township on the other hand
the population consisted of the descendants of English and Dutch immigrants.
The Pfister immigrants immediately had to learn new languages to be able to
make themselves understood to their neighbors. Only a very few Germanspeaking people settled in Northampton Township, among them two with
names from Zurich; Jakob Strickler, who was however himself born in Bucks
County and whose ancestors may have come early from the Palatinate, and
Heinrich Leimbacher from Oberwil/Niirensdorf. 40
The first evidence we have of settlement in Northampton township comes
20 years after their arrival in America, from the German-language newspaper
Pennsylvania Berichte published by Christopher Sauer. On 17 August 1759 an
advertisement was placed by Johann Lentz, who had arrived in the colony 5
years before and was now seeking the residences of his three daughters and his
son. News was to be sent to Johannes Pfister in Northampton Township, Bucks
County.4 1 It should be noted that Johannes Pfister's surname was spelled in the
German newspaper exactly as it had been in Switzerland. Later spellings
resulted in the English form of the name 'Feaster' and variations.

38
Staatsarchiv Zurich B XI Niederglatt 191 (Grundprotokoll Neuamt, Band N; 17381743), fol. 203v-205r (das Verkaufsgeschlift wurde am 4.3 .1740 angegeben) (Land Records
ofNeuamt; the sale was recorded 4 March 1740).
39
Staatsarchiv Zurich A 174, Nr. 15.
40
Terry A. McNealy and Frances Wise Waite, Bucks County Tax Records 1693-1778.
Doylestown, PA 1982 (cited hereafter as McNealy & Waite); Kirchenbuch der Reformed
Low Dutch Church ofNorth- and Southampton (copy of the churchbook is at the Historical
Society of Pennsylvania, Philadelphia, PA), pp. 105, 161 ; Staatsarchiv Zurich A 174 Nr. 9.
41
Hocker, p. 80.
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A year previously, the single woman Dorothy Feaster ofB ucks County was
to appear before the court. She had borne an illegitimate child whose father was
Hugh Loreman. The public notice of24 September 1758 to appear before the
court of Newtown and testify against Hughman Loreman calls her Dorothy
Feaster of Lower Makefield. This obviously refers to the daughter of JunghanB
Pfister, who was then no longer living in the home of her parents. 42
In the tax list ofNorthampton County for the year 1761 is listed Jno. Fester
with a tax bill of £12 :3:0, and his real estate was taxed an additional £20:5:0.
In the year 1764, John Feastor bad taxable assets of £23: 11 :6.43
In the year 1740, a law was passed allowing for the naturalization of
foreign Protestants who had immigrated into Pennsylvania. Certain conditions
had to be met for naturalization. The applicant had to prove he had been in the
country for a minimum of seven years (and of that, a maximum of two months
absence from the colonies was allowed). And further, he had to bring proof to
the court that in the last three months he had partaken of Holy Communion in
a Protestant or Reformed congregation. The Oath of Allegiance to the British
crown sworn at the original time of entry had to be renewed before the
Supreme Court in Philadelphia. Above all others, it was those immigrants who
had actually established themselves in the country and owned land who availed
themselves of the opportunity for naturalization.44
A period longer than the prescribed seven years usually lay between the
date of immigration and subsequent naturalization. It was 30 years after his
arrival in Philadelphia when JunghanB Pfister decided to take this step. John
Phister of Northampton Township, Bucks County was naturalized 25
September 1769 before the Supreme Court in Philadelphia. He had fulfilled the
requirement of having taken Holy Communion in the prior three months, on 13
August 1769.45
John Feaster settled in an area which had been originally settled in around
1700. There he came into possession of land; how and from whom is not yet
known. At the end he owned 202 acres ofland. From a poor farmer/tradesman
in Hori with only 87 Aren of farmland, it was a large step foiward to be a wellto-do American farmer in Northampton Township with about 94 Hectares of
land area. His personal property, personalty and livestock, was inventoried on
29 December 1775. The net worth of his possessions was set at £1,001 :13:7. 46

42

Bucks County, PA Court of Quarter Sessions.
McNealy & Waite, pp. 29, 42 .
44
Hiiberlein, pp. 189-190; Pennsylvania Archives. Second Series, II:347.
45
Pennsylvania Archives. Second Series, II:475 .
46
Bucks Co., PA Wills B-3:411 , in Doylestown, PA Register of Will ' s Office, Estate
of John Feaster 1775 (Nr. 1480).
0
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John Feaster's wife Regula Gassmann, now called Rachel Feaster, died on
28 May 1774 at an age of almost 68 years, while John Feastor died a year and
a halflater on 19 December 1775 at the age of 67½ years. The surviving will
of John Feaster was dated 18 December 1775. It was written by Henry
Wynkoop and signed by John Feaster with an unsteady hand.
John Feaster's shaky signature is recognizable as the same handwriting
shown on the Oaths of Abjurance and of Allegiance of the billender London 6
January 1739. Even after almost37 years' residence in his new homeland, John
Feaster still signed his name Ju[n]g Hans Pfister! On the other hand, on his
tombstone he is memorialized as John Feaster. It seems JunghanB Pfister had
difficulty integrating his speech to his new homeland and probably never
during his lifetime made a complete change to the English citizen John
Feaster. 47
Two sons and two daughters, all of whom were married, are named in John
Feaster's will. The daughter Anna is not mentioned. She was only 10 months
old at the time of the departure from Hori and perhaps died as a child. The
other two children born in Hori not only survived the taxing sea voyage, they
both lived to a ripe old age. Heinrich/Henry died in 1822 at the age of 89½ and
Dorothea/Dorothy, who married Jacob Brant and died in 1820 in New Jersey,
was more than 80 years old at her death. After their arrival in America, a son
David (1740-1808) and a daughter Elisabeth (later married to Richard Smith)
were born. 48
Let us take another look at the living conditions and property of the two
sons Henry and David, as reflected in the tax lists of Bucks County of 1779 and
1784. From these we can also draw conclusions about the household
circumstances of their father. John Feaster bequeathed his land by his will to
his younger son David. In 1779, David owned the 202 acres in Northampton
Township inherited from his father, as well as 6 horses and 9 head of cattle. His
brother Henry Feaster owned 15 acres of land in Northampton Township and
30 acres in Southampton Township, as well as 2 horses and 4 7 head of cattle.
Both had farmhands for the working of their large plots, David had two and
Henry had one. 49 In the year 1784, the households ofDavid and Henry Feaster
in Northampton Township were comprised of 12 white persons each, and also
a black person lived in David's household. David Feaster owned a residence

47

Bucks Co., PA Wills B-3:411; gravestone from the Feaster-Van Hom Graveyard on
Middle Holland Road; Strassburger & Hinke I :255; 11:257-8 (facsimile of signatures).
48
Donna Scott Humphrey, Some of the Descendants of John and Rachel Feaster of
Northampton Township, Bucks County, Pennsylvania. 1988. (Typescript).
49
William Henry Egle, "Provincial Papers: Proprietary and other Tax Lists of the
County of Bucks for the Years 1779, 1781, 1782, 1783, 1784, 1786" in Pennsylvania
Archives, Third Series, Harrisburg, PA, Xlll :37, 38, 41.
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and two farm buildings. Henry Feaster also had a residence and a farm building
in Southampton Township, where the bulk of his land holdings lay. These two
townships at this time reflected a total number of residents which was
equivalent to some of the larger villages in Canton Zurich. In the year 1784,
Northampton Township had 816 residents (722 whites and 94 blacks & slaves),
Southampton Township had 568 residents, 538 whites, and 30 blacks &
slaves.so There were still slaves in Pennsylvania at this time, although the end
of this institution was imminent. By a decision of the Assembly 1 March 1780,
slavery was outlawed in Pennsylvania. As a result of this decision, all slaves
were to be registered. In Bucks County in 1780 there were 502 slaves; l O1 of
these were in Northampton Township alone. Among the slaveholders was
David Feaster with one slave, while the second immigrant from Zurich in the
neighborhood, Henry Limebacker (Leimbacher) in Bensalem Township, also
had one slave.s 1
Old John Feaster lived to see the first warlike dissentions which eventually,
half a year after his death, on 4 July 1776 developed into the Revolutionary
War. His two sons enlisted in the militia company of their township. The
Northampton Company made up the fourth company of the first battalion of the
Bucks County Associators. The Northampton Company was under the
command of 68-year-old Captain Henry Lott. In the company list of 19 August
1775, the names of the soldiers Henry and David Feaster are right next to each
other. 52 Because of their military service in the Revolutionary War, today small
America flags grace the graves of David and Henry Feaster.

5: Marks on the map of Pennsylvania: Feasterville
In Southampton Township, Bucks County near the border on the
Philadelphia side there is the small village of Feasterville, a reminder of the
Pfister immigrants. The name of the village originated in the first half of the
19th century, when a post office was opened there in 1831. The settlement was
named for Aaron Feaster ( 1772-1860), who owned a large tract of land there
in 1815. Aaron Feaster was the son of David Feaster and grandson of the

so Ibid, II:478, 486.
William W. H. Davis, History of Bucks County. Pennsylvania. Vol. I, 1905
(reprinted Pipersville PA 1975), pp. 296-7. It contains many orthographical variations of
Leimbacher, including: Linebacker 1750, Lynbakker 1755, Climebaker 1761, Linebacer
1764, Limebacker 1778, 1780, Clybecker 1779, Linebocker 1779, Limebeny 1781-1782,
Limberg 1783, etc.
52
William H. Egle, ed, "Pennsylvania in the War of the Revolution. Associated
Battalions and Militia, 1775-1783." Vol. II, in Pennsylvania Archives. Second Series,
Harrisburg, PA 1888, XIV:143, 147-8.
si
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immigrant Junghan13 Pfister. Today, Feasterville is a suburb of Philadelphia; in
1970 it had 10,400 residents. 53

The Feaster and Hageman Cemetery, a further discovery:
In the vicinity ofRichboro in Northampton Township on Middle Holland
Road there is an old cemetery which was begun in the middle of the 18th
century. It served three families in the neighborhood as a burial ground; namely
the families Feaster, Hageman and Van Hom. The cemetery is - as opposed to
many other old cemeteries - surrounded by a wall. The entry gate is locked. He
who wants to read the inscriptions must scale the wall. The cemetery is only
partially filled with graves.
Seen from the entrance gate, on the left side there is the largest group of
tombstones. Those are the headstones of the Feaster family, of which the two
oldest are dated 1774 and 1775. Here we find the final resting place of the
immigrant couple Junghanl3 Pfister and Regula Gassmann. Their names can
still today be deciphered on the old headstones. The two stones carry the
following inscriptions:
In Memory of Rachel, wife of John Feaster, who departed this life
May 28, 1774 in the 68 th year of her age.
In Memory of John Feaster, who departed this life 1775 in the 67 th
year of his age.
There are further stones of their descendants, mostly from the 19th century,
in several other rows. The youngest stone is dated 1888.
The Reformed Church in neighboring Addisville is responsible for the
maintenance of the cemetery. A great-grandson of the immigrant JunghanB
Pfister, David Feaster ( 1808-1873) was a respected farmer in Northampton
who, with much work and effort, achieved considerable prosperity. He supported the Dutch Reformed Church of Addisville with large contributions.
Likewise he contributed the largest sum to the church building fund. In his will
he bequeathed a further $1,500 to the church in Addisville with the condition
it be used for the maintenance of the Feaster and Hageman Cemetery. 54 It is
thanks to this bequest that the cemetery still exists today. David Feaster himself

53
Betty Floyd, "Feaster Family History. Feasterville Was Named After Aaron Feaster"
in Southampton Star, 1 April 1959; Rand McNally Standard Reference Map and Guide to
Pennsylvania. Chicago 1972, p. 31; George MacReynolds, Place Names in Bucks County.
Pennsylvania. Doylestown, PA 1955 (second edition), pp. 158-9.
54
J. H. Battle, ed., The History ofBucks County, Pennsylvania. Philadelphia/Chicago
1887 (reprint with new index, Spartanburg, SC 1985), pp. 1025-6. (Cited hereafter as
Battle).
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was carried to his grave in this cemetery in 1873 and his widow Mary Philipps,
who died 17 July 1888 at the age of almost 83 years, was the last member of
the Feaster family buried in the Feaster plot.
In the year 1965, a pictorial inventory of the tombstones was undertaken
by the Genealogical Records Committee, Bucks County Chapter. The
inscriptions were copied, insofar as the weathering would allow, and a
typescript published. Today the typescript is housed with others at the
Historical Society of Pennsylvania in Philadelphia. 55 The cemetery has had
several names, but the name Feaster was included in each one. Today the
Information sign outside the cemetery calls it the 'Feaster-Van Horn
graveyard'.
Thanks to the tombstone inscriptions, many of the dates of the birth and
death of Feaster family members have been preserved. A further source, of
which the original has disappeared, adds dates to the Feaster family history. In
the "Bertha McGeehan collection" preserved by the Historical Society of
Pennsylvania in Philadelphia, there are extracts of personal data from the old
Feaster family Bible. The Bible itself has been missing since the second half
of the 19th century. A family member who himself could not understand the
language of the book, gave the old book, printed in German or Dutch, to an old
German woman. Later efforts by the family to find the location of the Bible
were unsuccessful. The surviving abstracts begin with the immigrants John and
Rachel Feaster.
The mischievous tricks of genealogical research:
Why were the Swiss origins of the Feaster family in Bucks County not
discovered earlier? Several tricks in the records have frustrated this.
When all Canton Zurich pastors were requested in the year 1744 to make
lists of those community members who emigrated to America in previous
years, and to send these lists to the city of Zurich, Wilhelm Simrnler, the pastor
at Hi.ilach took this request very lightly. He contented himself by noting only
the name of the head of house of the families from Bachenbillach,
Eschenmosen and Winkel. He omitted the first names of the wives and the
numbers of children. In the subsequent entries of Hochfelden, at least the
names of the wives were also listed, although still the children were ignored.
Hori is at the end of the list. For the emigrants from Endhori and Niederhori,
Pastor Sirnmler noted the full names of the couples and of all the children. In
the entire list he neglected to note ages, in contrast to his fellow pastors, who
included in many of their lists the exact dates of baptism of the emigrants.
Probably the Biilach list resulted from questions asked by the authorities.
Therefore, the more years that passed after the emigration, the more errors of

55

Feaster and Hagaman Burying Grounds. (1965].
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memory could occur. By comparing the Emigration lists with the entries in the
Biilach baptism and marriage registers, it is evident that numerous names were
entered incorrectly in the emigration lists. In the list of Hori emigrants of I 738,
six errors are to be noted:
a) The year of emigration was given as 1739.
b) Hans Gassmann's daughter Agatha Katharina was listed as Anna
Catharina.
c&d) Hanf3 Jacob Frohlich's young children Anna and Hans Jacob are
incorrectly entered as Elisabetha and Barbara.
e&f) There also were two errors in JunghanJ3 Pfister's family; his wife
Regula Gassmann was listed as Babeli Gassmann and his daughter
Anna as Barbara.
All lists of the Ztirich emigrants were published in English translation in
America in 1920, without first critically reviewing the names. 56 ( 54) Naturally
the Btilach list, with all its errors, was included. Therefore the identification of
John and Rachel Feaster as JunghanJ3 Pfister and wife Regula Gassmann was
impossible for American researchers.
A further hindrance for English-speaking users was the first name
Junghans or JunghanJ3, a name current in Swiss usage at the time to
differentiate among generations of men named Hans, and which was unknown
in America. The passenger list of the billender London (List 67C) clearly shows
the name Junghanf3. List 67B shows Jug Hanf3, the same erroneous form as on
the will of 1775. This name was however not recognized by the publishers of
the passenger lists as a derivation of Hans. They interpreted and presented the
name as Jurg Hans and Jerg Hans. (Jurg/Jerg = Jtirg = Georg, also Georg
Hans). Thus Jurg Hans Pfister and Jerg Hans Pfister is how our immigrant was
listed in the edition ofStrassburger & Hinke, while in the older edition oflsrael
Daniel Rupp we find him actually listed as Georg Hans Pfiester and his
namesake inexplicably as Georg Heinrich Pfiester! 57 Anyone familiar with the
naming practices of the 18th century would expect, after a Georg Hans or a
Georg Heinrich, to find a German surname, but most certainly not a Swiss
immigrant. In that way the name Junghan/3 Pfister was transformed into
something unrecognizable in the published work which is most central to the
history of the German-speaking immigration into Pennsylvania.
The typical Zurich first name Regula generally had a difficult time in
foreign lands. In the Palatinate it was transformed into the then-current Regina.
In America the Biblical name Rachel was closer. It is quite likely that Regula

56

Staatsarchiv Zurich A 174, Nr. 15; Faust & Brumbaugh I :38-40 (Biilach).
Strassburger & Hinke I:251; Israel Daniel Rupp, A Collection of Upwards of Thirty
Thousand Names of German, Swiss, Dutch, French and Other Immigrants in Pennsylvania
from 1727 to 1776. Philadelphia, PA 1876 (reprint Baltimore, MD 1975), p. 13 I.
57
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Gassmann was pronounced Raegel, a pronunciation which could easily become
Rachel. The Ztircher Regula became in Northampton Township an English
Rachel.
A further chapter in the hurdle-strewn path to definitive recognition was
the orthographical transformation of the name Pfister, which coincided with a
change in the pronunciation. The short i in the first syllable became a long i in
the English pronunciation of the name. The surname was written in English as
Feaster. In my research, I counted on the fact that the initial P could disappear.
Therefore in all indexes of publications, I inspected the entries under Pfist and
under Fist, and later, after I was alerted to the possibility of the spelling Phister,
also under Phist. The spelling Feaster was at some distance in the alphabet
from these forms. Only by chance did I eventually discover this variation of the
spelling. In the church books of the Reformed Low Dutch Church ofNorth and
Southampton I stumbled upon an entry for Doortje Fister who married in 1761.
The book was written in Dutch at that time.
After three time proclamation were married on 12 February [1761]
Jacob Brant, single man and Dorothea Fister. 58
I reminded myself that the daughter of the emigrant from Hori was named
Dorothy, abandoned the index and began to systematically search the entries
in the church register during the time period. Now I stumbled upon various
Feaster references, in which I could recognize the name Pfister, and the puzzle
was solved. The above mentioned entry for Dorothea was, by the way, the only
one with the spelling Fister!
In The History of Bucks County, Pennsylvania published in 1887, the
origins of the Feaster family was attributed to the Netherlands. The first family
members in America were said to be three brothers who came from Amsterdam
and settled in three different places: one on Long Island in New York, one in
Catawissa, Columbia Co., Pennsylvania and one in Holland, Bucks Co.,
Pennsylvania namely the familiar John Feaster (1708-1775). 59 We are
obviously dealing with a family legend which was nourished by the fact that
the Swiss Pfister immigrant settled in an area where many Dutch had settled,
and that the Feasters of the first generation married principally descendants of
Dutch immigrants.

58

Pennsylvania Vital Records. From The Pennsylvania Genealogical Magazine and
The Pennsylvania Magazine ofHistory and Biography. With an Introduction by Don Yoder.
Vol. I, Baltimore, MD 1983, p. 266; Kirchenbuch der Reformed Low Dutch Church of
North- and Southampton, p. 110 (photocopy of the church books held by the Historical
Society of Pennsylvania).
59
Battle, p. 1025.
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In the year 1982 a book of more than 160 pages, titled Feaster Genealogy
1708-1981 was published by Jennie C. Feaster in Petersburg, West Virginia.
In the first chapter she asserts that the Feasters came from Germany to Bucks
County. However, she lists no evidence for this theory of their origins.
Excellent references for the Feaster family were published by Donna Scott
Humphrey in 1988. Her collection of data began with John and Rachel Feaster.
She did not speculate about their origins. Thanks to her research, we know a
great deal about the many Feaster descendants in America. 60
What became of the other Junghan/3 Pfister from Endhori who also landed
in Philadelphia in 1739? At that time he was just 20 years old and still single.
If luck is with us, it may still be possible at some future time to discover his
fate.
HANS ULRICH PFISTER

23 DEC 1996

60
Donna Scott Humphrey, Some of the Descendants of John and Rachel Feaster of
Northampton Township, Bucks County, Pennsylvania. 1988 (typescript).
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SAHS ANNUAL REPORT 2002
39™ SAHS ANNUAL MEETING
International House
3701 Chestnut Street, Philadelphia, PA 19104
1. AGENDA FOR THE BUSINESS MEETING
2.

REPORTS
A. Minutes of the Meeting,
Mary Huber Leedy
B. President's Report
Marianne Burkhard
C. Special Report: By-Laws Committee
Franz von Arx
D. Membership Report
Ernest Thurston
E. Treasurer's Report
Miquelon Weyeneth
F. Publications and Grants
Leo Schelbert

3. PROGRAM FOR THE AFTERNOON MEETING
4. OBITUARIES
Ernest A. Thurkauf
Raymond Probst
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THIRTY-NINTH ANNUAL SAHS BUSINESS MEETING
I.AGENDA
1. Call to Order and Welcome
2.

Secretary's Report: Minutes of the 2001 Annual Meeting
Mary Huber Leedy

3. President's Report
Marianne Burkhard OSB
4. Special Report: By-Laws Committee
Franz von Arx
Discussion of Proposed Revision of By-Laws
5. Membership Report
Ernest Thurston
6. Treasurer's Report: Actuals and Projected
Miquelon Weyeneth
Discussion of Membership Fees and Project Expenses
7.

Publications Report
Leo Schelbert

8. Election/Re-election: Advisory Board
Rosa Schupbach
9. New Business
10. Next Meeting, Oct. 4, 2003
11. Adjournment
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2.REPORTS
A. Minutes of the Thirty Ninth Annual Business Meeting
of the Swiss American Historical Society
International House of the University of Pennsylvania, Philadelphia
October 5, 2002
Members of the Swiss American Historical Society gathered at 9: 15 at
the International House of the University of Pennsylvania to greet each
other and enjoy coffee and rolls. At 10 a.m. the SAHS President Dr.
Marianne Burkhard called the meeting to order. She thanked all for
attending and remarked that it was gratifying that the reactivated SAHS has
now functioned for 39 years without interruption. She also recognized the
presence of Dr. Eric Amhof, Cultural Counselor of the Embassy of
Switzerland, whose participation was especially appreciated.
The President then asked Rosa Schupbach to say a few words about the
late Selina Sutter, a victim of the events of September 11, 2001, then called
on Leo Schelbert to commemorate Ernest A. Thurkauf who had died on
September 22, 2002 at age 95; he was the author of the forthcoming reissue
of One Small Lifetime, an impressive memoir of his family's emigration and
his own career in the United States. L. Schelbert also mentioned the late Dr.
Hans Muller, former Cultural Counselor of the Embassy of Switzerland in
Washington, D .C. and later the first post-Vietnam War Ambassador of
Switzerland to Hanoi. He is remembered as an urbane, learned, and
delightful personality who appreciated the work of the SAHS. The remarks
of R. Schupbach and L. Schelbert were followed by moments of silence in
honor of those former SAHS members.
Next President Burkhard asked for the approval of the minutes of the
Annual Business Meeting of 200 I which had been prepared by Dr. S.
Jessner and were published in the February 2002 issue of the SAHS
Review. It was decided to dispense with the reading of the minutes and,
since no changes were requested, they were approved unanimously. Dr.
Burkhard also expressed thanks to Dr. Jessner who as President of her
Wellesley Class was presiding a·meeting of the group at Wellesley. (Also
special greetings were transmitted by Mary Huber Leedy from Simone
Schoch and from her husband Mr. J. Schoch who were in Switzerland, and
by Dr. Burkhard from Professor Siegenthaler and Mr. and Mrs. Gees who
were also unable to attend.)
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As to this year's activities President Burkhard acknowledged the
smooth working of the direct mailing of the SAHS Review by Picton Press
(seconded by Mr. Ernest Thurston, the SAHS Membership Chair, who also
acknowledged the courteous, conscientious, and generous cooperation by
the staff of Picton Press.) As to the year's accomplishments Dr. Burkhard
reported that Ernst A. Thurkaufs One Small Lifetime was at the printer's
and would be distributed to the membership in early 2003; that Lewis B.
Rohrbach, a noted genealogist and President of Picton Press, was working
on the new genealogical guide, and that Dr. Donald Tritt was pursuing the
possibility of a translation and eventual publication of the memoir of Leo
Lesquereux(d. 1889), a leading paleobotanist and authority on American
mosses. Some 1200 copies of the new SAHS flyer, suggested, shaped, and
generously donated by Dr. Charles Ziegler, were sent out throughout the
year to the membership and to numerous Swiss American organizations. In
September President Burkhard and Professor Leo Schelbert, who gave a
brief talk about Swiss in Illinois, attended the annual Swiss Picnic
generously hosted by Mr. And Mrs. Zeller in Peoria at which also numerous
flyers and SAHS books were distributed. Dr. Burkhard also visited the
Midwest Dairy Institute in Milbank, South Dakota where she hopes to
organize a regional SAHS meeting. She also had the chance to meet the new
Consul General of Switzerland in Chicago at a dinner where she met the
lawyer Mr. Frieden who agreed to examine the revised SAHS By-Laws, and
she established valuable contacts with other presidents of Midwestern Swiss
American societies. She was invited to attend the reopening of the
beautifully restored Rudolph Ganz Hall of Chicago's Roosevelt University,
the restoration of which the SAHS had supported with a modest
contribution. Rudolph Ganz ( 1877-1972) was a noted pianist, composer,
and educator who also promoted the performance of such Swiss composers
as Ernst Bloch (1880-1959) and Arthur Honegger (1892-1955). Ganz's
nephew Felix Ganz, also Dean of the Roosevelt Musical College and an
active member of the SAHS, had died in that very hall while playing a piece
of Johann Sebastian Bach.
A major task of 2002 was the revising of the SAHS By-Laws which
were to be reviewed and submitted for approval at this meeting and are
published below. The projected video about Professor Jonathan Steinberg's
celebrated book Why Switzerland - a second enlarged edition appeared in
1996 at Cambridge University Press - proposed last year by Dale Winke
did not materialize and the allocation of $1000 to launch the project has
been postponed.
President Burkhard concluded her report by thanking several people:
Mr. Franz Portmann, Honorary Consul of Switzerland in Philadelphia, and
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his spouse Rosemary Portmann for having made the local arrangements;
Leo Schelbert, who for over 25 years has edited the SAHS Review, a task
now taken over by Professor H. Dwight Page, and under whose editorship
the SAHS has published seventeen titles; Franz von Arx for having chaired
the By-Laws Committee; and the SAHS officers for their dedicated and
expert work. The meeting then reviewed in detail each provision of the
revised SAHS By-laws which, after extensive discussion, were approved in
the form published below.
As to elections: Rosa Schupbach presented the slate of members of the
Board of Advisors to be re-elected for the term 2003-2005:
Fred Moser
Karl Niederer
Lewis Bunker Rohrbach
Paula Sherman
Charles Ziegler
The motion passed unanimously.
The present composition of the SAHS Board of advisors is therefore as
follows:
Class of2000-2003:
Franz von Arx
H. Dwight Page
Simone Schoch
Jiirg Siegenthaler

Class of 2001-2004:

Margot Durrer Amman
Annemarie Gilman
Donald P Hilty
Hans Moser
Urspeter Schelbert

Class of 2002-2005:

Fred Moser
Karl Niederer
Lewis Bunker Rohrbach
Paula Sherman
Charles Ziegler
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Ernest Thurston then presented the membership report. There were 34
new memberships this year, nearly all of which came in response to the
flyers sent out earlier in the year. At the same time the society lost 14
members either by death or by a decision to discontinue their membership,
and 12 others were dropped for non-payment of dues. Thus, there was a net
increase from 307 to 318 members this year, a 4% increase.
Miquelon Weyeneth then presented the Treasurer's report. She
proposed that dues should be raised. Over some vocal opposition the
meeting approved the following schedule:
Student:

$25 .00

Individual:

$50.00

Institution:

$75.00

Life Membership:

$500.00

The SAHS Treasurer also suggested that to save money only two
annual issues of the SAHS Review should be published, a proposal that was
rejected. In the absence of Dr. Page and Nicole Butz L. Schelbert presented
the publications report. He stressed the excellent arrangement with Picton
Press and also proposed a formalization of the publication fund as indicated
below. Members also expressed the view that the SAHS was somewhat
'gray', ' unimaginative' and 'ineffective'. L. Schelbert countered that, while
the activities were indeed on the quiet side, the three annual reviews, the
publication of books of Swiss American interest, the holding of an annual
meeting and occasional regional meetings compared well with the activities
of similar organizations such as the Society for German American Studies.
It also meant much voluntary, though hidden, work by the officers.
President Burkhard announced that next year's meeting will be held in
New York City on Saturday, October 4, 2003 . The SAHS business meeting
of 2002 adjourned at 12:15.
A nice lunch was then served on the premises and spent in lively
discussion. In the afternoon meeting which started at 1:30 p.m. Professor
Monica Bachmann gave an incisive portrait of Leland Harrison, the
American Minister in Bern, Switzerland, during World War Two. She
showed how the American representative understood Switzerland' s
predicament during the war as well as its stance of neutrality whereas by
freezing all Swiss assets in the United States certain segments of the
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American government forced Switzerland, if it wanted to survive, to
collaborate with the Axis powers. In a second presentation Professor
Jonathan Steinberg raised and then brilliantly answered the question "Why
Switzerland?" He first characterized the intensely 'cellular' nature of the
Swiss polity, then stressed that the European Union was still shaped in its
ideals and operation by the ideology of the French Revolution but, in order
to survive, needed to adopt Switzerland's federal system and the building
of political structures from below rather than by bureaucratic dictates from
above.
After some refreshments the participants took leave for their widely
dispersed destinations.
Respectfully submitted,

Mary Huber Leedy, SAHS Secretary
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B. President's Report
While the Society's activities in 2000/01 were very visible in the
distribution of two books and in giving the Review a new and more
professional format, our activities in the past year were less visible, but no
less important. The fact that the Review is not only printed at Picton Press,
but also mailed from there to all members, both in the US and in
Switzerland, provides welcome relief. Rather than sending the copies for
our Swiss members in bulk to the Swiss Vice-President, they are now being
sent directly to the Swiss members. This ensures that they receive their
Review in a timely fashion - rather than two to three months later - and
eliminates the need for the Swiss Vice-President to repack each Review and
then send them out individually; and the costs are not much different. Picton
Press certainly produces a very fine Review, and its employees have been
most helpful to our editors.
Of the two book projects which were approved before the last Annual
Meeting, Ernst Thurkaufs One Small Lifetime is ready for printing (more
about this later), and Lewis Rohrbach recently reported that the manuscript
for his Genealogical Guide is about half-finished. Book projects seem never
to be lacking as Donald Tritt approached us with the plan to publish the
letters about America written by Leo Lesquereux, a Swiss from the
Romandie. He will report about this project later in the meeting.
This past year we ventured into a new activity by sending out
promotional flyers, a generous donation of Charles Ziegler, in an attempt
to gain new members for the Society. By now the content of my big box
containing the flyers has diminished considerably since we distributed about
1200 of the 2000 which were printed. As you know, all members received
a sample, and 15 copies were sent to the Swiss Embassies and Consulates
General in the United States and Canada. A package of 10 flyers was sent
to all the Swiss organizations which are listed in Donald Tritt's book Swiss
Festivals in North America. We had hoped for a good number of extra
requests for flyers, but such requests were not very numerous and came
mostly from some of our members, from the Consulates in Chicago and Los
Angeles, and from Simon Netzle, our Vice-President in Switzerland. I
myself brought some to an annual Swiss Picnic which is held at the home
of a Swiss in Peoria and at which Leo Schelbert gave a well-received
informal talk about "Swiss in the Land of Lincoln". We also distributed a
considerable number of books which were snatched away like fresh rolls,
"wie frischi Weggli". So I hope for some new members from my own
https://scholarsarchive.byu.edu/sahs_review/vol39/iss1/11
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backyard! And recently some memberships came in through the website of
Picton Press.
Last fall I was invited to attend the opening of the exhibit "Sister
Republics" in Madison, Wisconsin, but was not able to go because of work
commitments. In late August I had a chance to visit Milbank, South Dakota,
when l was in Minnesota for a meeting. Max Gonzenbach and Rudy Nef
were most hospitable, they met me at the Valley Queen Cheese Factory in
the middle of town and then took me to the Midwest Dairy Institute. There
Carol Boos, the CEO of the Milbank Community Foundation, gave us a
tour of the building which is very versatile, attractive, and practical. She
would be very interested in hosting a regional meeting of our Society there,
and the facility would be suitable. With good publicity and an interesting
topic such a meeting might attract a good number of people who are Swiss
or descendants of Swiss living in Eastern South Dakota. It has always been
a hope of mine to have some regional meetings of our Society so that other
members and interested people would have a chance of making some direct
contacts. I sincerely hope that this plan can be realized within the next two
years as it would provide contact with the Society in an area where there is
a good number of Swiss who may have only little chance to gather and to
look at their ancestral heritage.
At the occasion of the arrival of the new Consul General in Chicago, I
was invited to a dinner with Consul Hermann Buff, Vice Consul Felix Naef
and other representatives of Swiss organizations in Chicago. This proved
to be a valuable chance for making some personal contacts. As a result, Mr.
Andre Frieden offered to list our Society as a partner organization on the
webpage of the Swiss-American Foundation, and he was also willing to
check the revision of our By-Laws. And through my contact with the
President of the Swiss Benevolent Society of Chicago I learned about their
plans for celebrating the birthday of the Swiss musician Rudolf Ganz in the
newly restored Recital Hall which is named after him. Ganz (1877-1972)
was a pianist, composer, conductor and music teacher at Chicago Musical
College - later part of Roosevelt University - from 1934-1954. He often
performed music of Swiss composers such as Arthur Honegger and Ernest
Bloch, and pioneered contemporary music even at the age of 85. As
conductor of young people's concerts in St. Louis, New York, San
Francisco and Chicago he introduced countless children to classical music.
Rudolf Ganz' nephew, Felix Ganz, was also a pianist and Dean of the
Musical College at Roosevelt University. He died some years ago while
playing Bach in the Hall named for his uncle. He was also a member of our
Society. The officers agreed to give the Swiss Benevolent Society a small
contribution toward this event as their Cultural Affairs Committee has
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supported one of our publication projects in the past. I will attend the
celebration on October 26 and will also have flyers and books there.
A very important aspect of the Society's internal activity is the revision
of our By-Laws which were completed by a committee chaired by Franz
von Arx and sent out with the invitation to this Annual Meeting. Since our
By-Laws date from 1970, it was indeed time to revise them and adapt them
to current standards as well as to our current practices which have changed
in some points.
Last year the Annual Meeting decided to give the Paroz and
Gonzenbach grants to Dale Winke for his planned Video Series on
Switzerland, based on Jonathan Steinberg's book Why Switzerland. At the
time, he had a promise of major funding for the ambitious project of a 13part series to be done in conjunction with the Public Broadcasting System.
Unfortunately, this promise did not materialize, thus his project is on hold.
Under these changed conditions we felt we were not able to pay out the
grants since they were approved for a project which was about to be
realized. Yet I would hope that, in time, Mr. Winke will be able to find the
funding to realize the project and then we might decide to support his
project again.
I also asked Donald Tritt to give a briefreport at the end of the meeting
to inform us about the status of the plans for the Swiss Center in New
Glarus.

Expression of Gratitude
I would like to conclude my remarks by thanking all the people who
have contributed to the Society's work over the past year. First, I would like
to express my gratitude to Franz and Rosmarie Portmann who have taken
care of all the local arrangements for this meeting - scouting out a facility
after learning that the place where the Society had been in the past was not
available on this date, and making the arrangements with the caterer.
Special gratitude goes to Leo Schelbert who has edited our Review as
sole editor from 1986 until this past June and has now passed on the baton
to Dwight Page. Over all these years Leo has seen to it that the content of
the Review was both sound and well presented, that there was a variety of
different articles appealing to varied interests and different readers. I am
proud to say that the Review of our Society is an important contribution to
the exploration of the lives and achievements of Swiss immigrants in the
United States, of Swiss-American relations and other related topics. And
since 1981 he has also served as general editor for 17 books with great care,
love and impeccable scholarship.
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And last, not least, I want to acknowledge the work of the officers and
of Franz von Arx who have all helped that the tasks of the Society could be
done.

Marianne Burkhard, OSB
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C. Special Report: By-Laws Committee

PROPOSED REVISIONS OCTOBER 7, 2000 AND FALL 2002
Constitution and By-Laws of the
SWISS AMERICAN HISTORICAL SOCIETY
Incorporated in Washington, D.C., March 27, 1970
Article I-Name
The name of the organization shall be SWISS AMERICAN HISTORICAL
SOCIETY (hereinafter, the "Society")
Article II - Purpose
The purpose of this Society shall be to initiate, conduct, and foster historical
research concerning Swiss and Swiss American involvement in American
history and life, Swiss history, and all aspects of the relations between
Switzerland and the United States. It shall disseminate the information
gained by publications, exhibitions, meetings, and by any other means
deemed proper. The society shall also serve as a forum for persons
interested in Swiss and Swiss-American matters.
Article III - Domicile
The domicile of the Society shall be in the City of Washington, D.C.
Article IV - Membership
Section 1. Membership in the Society may be acquired by anyone upon
payment of dues for individual, student, organizational, life membership,
honorary membership and other types of membership as established by the
annual meeting of the current members.
Section 2. The current Ambassador of Switzerland to the United States
shall, with his approval, be deemed ex officio Honorary Member of the
Society. The President or other designated Officer shall be responsible for
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contacting any newly appointed Ambassador regarding his or her ex officio
Honorary Membership.

Section 3. Honorary membership may be conferred to anyone by majority
vote at any Annual Meeting.
Section 4. The right to hold office, vote, and participate in the proceedings
of the Society shall be accorded to, and my be exercised only by, members
as specified above and consistent with the rules established by the Officers.
New members obtain these privileges ninety (90) days after they have
become members.
Article V - Meetings of Members
Section 1. An Annual Meeting of the members shall be held during the last
quarter of the calendar year.
Section 2. Special meetings may be called at any time by the President or
upon the request of fifteen members of the society. Within sixty (60) days
the President shall inform the membership as to the time and place of such
special meeting which shall be chosen with the consent of a majority of the
advisory Board and guarantee the widest attendance possible.
Section 3.The Recording Secretary shall send a notice to convene all
members of the Society as to the time and place of the annual or special
meeting at least six (6) weeks before such a meeting. In case a special
meeting is to be held, the purpose of such a meeting as well as at whose
direction or request it is being called are to be clearly stated.
Section 4. At the Annual Meeting the Officers and members of the
Advisory Board shall be elected. The President of the Society shall conduct
the annual as well as special meetings by preparing the agenda and chairing
the discussion. Members who want to submit items of their own shall
submit their request in writing to the President at least six weeks before the
meeting.
Section 5. Robert's Rule of Order shall govern the business of the meetings.
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Article VI - Officers
Section 1. The elected Officers shall consist of a President, a Vice-President
residing in the United States, a Vice-President residing in Switzerland, a
Treasurer, a Recording Secretary and a Membership Secretary. Officers
shall be elected to (3) three-year terms. Any Officer, except the President
and Vice-Presidents, may hold another office. Former Presidents and VicePresidents may be elected and reelected without restriction on the number
of terms, so long as each does not serve more than two (2) terms
consecutively in the same office. Elections shall be held only during Annual
Meetings.
Section 2. The President shall provide his or her best efforts to attend and
preside over all meetings of the Society, shall oversee that all activities
conform to its goals and shall serve as an ex officio member on all of its
committees. If an important matter of long-range significance needs to be
decided before the Annual Meeting, the President may, with the consent of
two-thirds majority of the Advisory Board, conduct a binding mail ballot
among the full membership with mail in ballots returned directly to the
Recording Secretary to be counted and recorded. If the President is removed
from his or her position, dies, resigns, or is disabled by illness or injury
before completion of the term, the Vice-President residing in the United
States becomes President with the consent of a majority of the advisory
Board for the remainder of the President's original term. In the absence of
such a majority, the Recording Secretary shall query the Advisory Board
regarding the succession. The person with a simple majority will become
Acting President until the next annual meeting. At the next meeting a
President will be elected for the remainder of the term. In the event that any
other Officer is removed from his or her position, dies, resigns, or is
disabled by illness or injury before completion of the applicable term, the
President, with majority approval of the Advisory Board, shall appoint a
successor until the next annual meeting. At the next meeting a successor
will be elected for the remainder of the term.
Section 3. The Vice Presidents shall perform duties delegated to them by
the President. The Vice-Presidents shall perform the duties of the President
in their respective domains in the absence of the President. Their powers
and rights are not independent from the President, and they are bound by
the membership's directives as may be set forth from time to time, and at
all times the Vice Presidents shall act in the best of interests of the Society.
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Section 4. The Recording Secretary shall take the minutes of the
proceedings of meetings of the members and enter them into the records of
the Society. In case the office of the President becomes suddenly vacant, the
Recording Secretary will query the Officers and the Advisory Board
regarding the succession, as provided in Article VI. Section 2.
Section 5. The Membership Secretary shall keep an up-to-date membership
list, send out dues letters early in the calendar year and reminders as needed,
transmit the dues received to the Treasurer, and present a report to the
membership at annual meetings.
Section 6. The Treasurer shall collect the membership dues, donations, and
all moneys received for the account of the Society and deposit it in a bank
designated by the President. The President is empowered to authorize the
Treasurer to sign all checks and vouchers for the payments, which are
necessary for the fulfillment of the Society's goals and, or, have been
approved at the Annual Meeting. The President, together with an Officer of
the Society, is also empowered to authorize the Treasurer to pay for
exceptional expenses. The Treasurer shall also prepare an annual budget
according to the guidelines established at the annual meeting, and present
a report for the annual meeting.
Section 7. One ( 1) or two (2) Publications Editors may be appointed by the
President in consultation with other Officers. Each Publications Editor shall
be responsible for the various SAHS publications, including but not limited
to the SAHS Review, the Annual Report and other books, handout and
other related publications, whether in paper or electronic form. Each Editor
shall be considered an Officer of the Society and shall work closely with the
President. All books and other special publication projects must be
approved at an Annual Meeting. The Editor( s) shall also present a report at
annual Meetings. The Editor(s) shall at all times ensure that publications
conform to applicable law, including any and all copyrights of authors and
of the Society.
Section 8. Any Officer may be removed from his or her position for any
misconduct or other actions of the Officer or member that is deemed
inconsistent with the goals and functions of the Society. The Officer may
be removed by the following means: a three-fourths (3/4) vote of the
Advisory Board, or an unanimous vote of the Officers and a majority vote
of the Advisory Board. Such removal proceedings may be initiated by
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calling for a special meeting or , under exceptional circumstances, a binding
ballot vote.

Article VII - Advisory Board
Section 1. The Advisory Board shall consist of fifteen (15) members of the
Society, some of whom may reside in Europe. They shall be selected for (3)
three-year terms by members present at the Annual Meeting in such a way
that every year five (5) of the members of the Advisory Board come up for
re-election.
Section 2. It shall be the duty of the members of the Advisory Board to
assist the President and other Officers with advice and counsel. Members
of the Advisory Board may also offer, or be asked, to carry out special
tasks. Each member of the Advisory Board shall conduct its activities
relating to the Society in such a manner that takes into account the interests
of the Society and the Society's goals. If the President needs to reach a
decision in an unusual situation before the Annual Meeting or other special
meeting, certain actions may be taken with the approval of a two-thirds
(2/3) majority of the Advisory Board. If the President is removed from his
or her position, dies, resigns, or is disabled by illness or injury before
completion of the term, the Vice-President residing in the United States
becomes President with the consent of a majority of the Advisory Board for
the remainder of the President's original term. In the event that any other
Officer is removed from his or her position, dies, resigns, or is disabled by
illness or injury before completion of the applicable term, the President,
with majority approval of the Advisory Board, shall appoint a successor
until the next annual meeting.
Section 3. Each year, two (2) auditors will also be elected from the
membership. Their duties shall be to audit the books and records of the
Society and to present a report of audit at the Annual Meeting.
Article VIII - Suspension and Termination of Membership
Section 1. After non-payment of dues despite a proper reminder, the
Membership Secretary, with the approval of the President, may terminate
a membership.
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Section 2. Notwithstanding the provisions for removal of Officers, as
provided herein, membership may be suspended or terminated by two-thirds
(2/3) majority vote of members present at an Annual Meeting or an
appropriately established special meeting. Such suspension or termination
of membership may occur for any reason, which the majority of attending
members deem to be detrimental to the best interests of the Society, so long
as such suspension or removal does not violate applicable law.
Article IX - Amendments
This Constitution and By-Laws may be amended, altered or changed or
entirely replaced at an Annual Meeting by a majority vote of the members
present at such a meeting, or by a majority of the members present at a
special meeting called for that purpose, provided that the notice for such
special meeting shall specify the proposed amendments, alterations, changes
or replacements.

Article X - Miscellaneous Provisions
Section 1. In the event that the Society becomes inactive for an extended
period of time or is dissolved as an organization, the Society shall transfer
its assets and records to the Embassy of Switzerland in Washington, D.C.,
which shall be asked to hold such assets and records in escrow for a period
ofno more than five years. In case the organization is not reactivated during
that period of time, its assets and records shall be transferred by the
Embassy, in consultation with former members of the SAHS, to a Swiss or
Swiss-American institution with goals similar to those of the Society.
Section 2. The President and other delegated Officers shall ensure that all
appropriate documents are filed with applicable authorities as may be
required from time to time to maintain the Society's not-for-profit status,
organizational good standing and other requirements of the District of
Columbia.
5th Revision
October 7 2002
Approved by Membership present at Annual Meeting
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D. Membership Report 2001-2002
CURRENT MEMBERS BY TYPE AND COUNTRY:
Membership Type
Regular ($30/yr)
Student ($15/yr)
Institution ($50/yr)
Life Members
Complimentary

US/Canada

Switzerland/Other

Total

171
3
17
36

41
0
3
6

~

ll

..11

255

63

318

212
3
20
42

MEMBERSHIP CHANGES 10/09/2001 -09/30/2002
Members as of 10/09/200
New Members
Former Members who have Rejoined
Dropped by Request or Decease
Dropped for Non-Payment of Dues

+ 3

Current Members as of 09/30/2002

318

307
+34
- 14
- 12

CURRENT MEMBERSHIP BY COUNTRY AND STATE
MD
10
1
SD
24
ME
CA
2
TN
2
MI
1
TX
co
11
CT
1
MN
UT
MT
1
VA
DC
4
DE
2
NC
8
VT
NH
1
WA
FL
6
NJ
2
7
WI
GA
NV
2
HI
l
BC, Canada
NY
29
3
ON, Canada
IA
31
OH
13
QB, Canada
IL
OR
5
7
Germany
IN
ll
l
PA
Switzerland
KY
l
RI
LA
3
SC
6
MA
5
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3
1
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E. Treasurer's Report

North America, Miquelon Weyeneth, Treasurer

I.

CHECKING ACCOUNT

Balance on October 1, 2001
Income
Membership Dues

$907.57

$7,933.00

Donation-Lewis Rohrbach Foundation

1,000.00

Donation by Charles Ziegler
Payment for Swiss Brochure
Donation to SAHS

2,000.00
1,906.45
93.55

Payments for Books
Mailing of Brochure
Net to SAHS
Total Donations
Total Sources

254.03
249.48
4.55
1,098.10
$9,031.10

Funds to be transferred to Endowment

$1,330.00

Expenses
Picton Press

$6,794.15

Other
Travel Reimbursement
Lunch Reservation, Int'al House, Philadelphia
SAHS Donation, Swiss Ben. Soc. of Chicago
Postage
Transfer to Vanguard

Total Expenses
Income minus Expenses
Published by BYU ScholarsArchive, 2003
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Other
General Guisan Contributions( 6)
9 Paid Lunches@$25

Cash Balance on October 03, 2002

4,025.00
225.00
$5,749.88

II. ANNUITY FUND: VANGUARD STAR FUND
12/31/00Value (3,453.57 shares@$17.81)
06/30/0IValue (3,453.57 shares@$18.02)
08/03/0lRedemption (-414.20 shares)
09/30/0IValue (3,276.75 shares@$15.60)
12/31/0IValue (3,338.17 shares@$16.44)
0l/02/02Redemption (-213.03 shares)
03/31/02Value (3,125.15 shares@$16.62)
05/25/02Redemption (-305.42 shares) 4,850.00

$61,508.05
$62,229.38
7,000.00
$51,117.25
$54,879.58
3,500.00
$51,939.98

Plus $1,350 of Life Memberships
06/30/02Value (3,447.29 shares@$17,23)
10/04/02Value (3,477.29 shares@$13.87)

$59,929.55
$48,229.94

Treasurer's Note:
We should definitely not touch this fund in this period of extreme weakness.

Miquelon Weyeneth
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Projected SAHS Budget 2002

ESTIMATED INCOME
Increase in Membership Fees
Transfer from Swiss Account

$9,710.00
$1,000.00

ESIMATED EXPENSES
SAHSReview
400 Copies of Thurkauf Book
450 Copies ofThurkaufBook
500 Copies of Thurkauf Book

$6,794.00
$4,823.81
$5,364.17
$5,545.40

My recommendations:
1) We increase our membership dues
2) We transfer a portion of the Swiss Funds to the US
3) We fund the Thurkaufbook

$9,710.00
$1,000.00
$4,824.00
Miquelon Weyeneth
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The Swiss American Historical Society Financial System:
A Note about the Past and a Proposal
by Leo Schelbert
Since its reactivation in 1964 to the mid-1990s the SAHS had only an
operating fund, resulting from membership dues and occasional special
donations from individuals or institutions (such as the Swiss Benevolent
Society of Chicago or Pro Helvetia) for special projects.
The guideline for the officers was to make sure that except in an
unusual situation the SAHS stay financially in the black.
Due to two large donations by Mr. Gonzenbach of Milbank, South
Dakota, Mr. Paroz of Cincinnati, Ohio (ca. 1996) and others, the then SAHS
President Erdmann Schmocker bought stocks with Vanguard, thus creating
an Endowment.
The interest rate was added to the principal, except $2000 annually,
which was transferred to the operating fund to defray annual costs for life
members and also in compliance with IRS regulations concerning earnings
of non-profit organizations. $1000 from the fund was also used annually for
a Gonzenbach and a Paroz Award, given to deserving individuals in honor
of those donors.
New Life memberships and gifts were deposited in the endowment
which grew to some $55,000 to $60,000 at the height of the bull market.
A Proposal
It is proposed that the SAHS Annual Meeting consider the creation of
three SAHS funds:

1. An Operating Fund:
Income:

- Annual membership dues
- $2000 annually to be transferred from the investment
fund
- General, non-designated donations

Use:

- Admirustrative expenses
- SAHS Review
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2. An Investment Fund:
Principal:

- To be kept at $40,000

Income:

- Life memberships
- Interest from investment of the principal

Use:

- $2000 annually to operating fund to cover life
membership annual Costs
- Earnings above $40,000: To Publications and Special
Project Funds

3. A Publications and Special Projects Fund:
Income:

- Interest earned from Investment Fund
- Gifts (from members etc. ; special rubric on dues form)

Use:

- For projects approved by the SAHS membership

Such an arrangement would safeguard the healthy financial state of the
SAHS and clarify how much money was available for publications and
other projects before they are approved by the annual meeting.
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F. Publications and Grants

First greetings from Nicole Butz, the new general editor of SAHS
books. Also special greetings from Dr. H. Dwight Page, editor of the SAHS
Review. He asks that if you have items for the journal to please submit them
to him, in hard copy and on disk.
This year again three issues of the journal were published and Ernest
Thurston finalized the second edition of his late father's impressive memoir
One Small Lifetime. It will reach the members in early 2003 . Mr. Lewis B.
Rohrbach is working on the new genealogical guide for Swiss Americans
which might be ready late in 2003. It will be published by Picton Press. The
SAHS will purchase 350 copies at a price below $10.00 per copy.
This then will conclude my 21 years as general editor of SAHS
publications. The 19 titles include three novels, a documentary (Emil Frey
letters), two experiential accounts (Bertschinger and Thurkaut), the SAHS
Index ( 1965-1999), the Swiss festivals book, two genealogical guides, and
several scholarly studies.
The SAHS editorial board consists at present of Nicole Butz, general
editor of SAHS books; H. Dwight Page, editor of the journal; Lewis B.
Rohrbach, President of Picton Press and noted genealogist; and Leo
Schelbert. The Board aims to implement, in the new By-Laws' words, the
Society's main mission: To further "historical research concerning Swiss
and Swiss Americans in American history and life, Swiss history, and all
aspects of the relations between Switzerland and the United States."
As to new projects: Nicole Butz reports that she has been in contact
with Professor Donald Tritt who proposes the publication in English of the
impressive memoir of Leo Lesquereux. Dr. Tritt, who is willing to serve as
the editor, reports that he has contacted the Swiss Benevolent Society of
Chicago for a possible contribution, especially the cost of translation.
Leo Scheiber!
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List of Swiss American Historical Society Publications

1932-1940
Prominent Americans of Swiss Origins. A Compilation Prepared by the
Swiss American Historical Society. New York: James T. White, 1932.

John Paul von Griiningen, ed. The Swiss in the United States. Madison,
WI: Swiss American Historical Society, 1940.

1972-1977
[Heinz K. Meier, General Editor]
Heinz K. Meier, ed. Memoirs ofa Swiss Officer in the American Civil War.
Translated by Hedwig Rappolt. Bern: Herbert Lang, 1972.
Heinz K. Meier, The Swiss American Historical Society, 1927 - 1977.
Norfolk, VA: Donning, 1977.

1979-2000
[Leo Schelbert, General Editor)
Paul A. Nielson, Swiss Genealogical Research. An Introductory Guide.
Virginia Beach/Norfolk, VA: Donning, 1979. $5.00.
Carol Williams, The Switzers. A Novel. Virginia Beach/Norfolk, VA:
Donning 1981 .
Hedwig Rappolt, ed. and transl. An American Apprenticeship. The Letters
of Emil Frey 1860 - 1865. New York: Peter Lang, 1986.
David Sutton, One's Hearth is Gold. A History ofHelvetia, West Virginia.
New York: Peter Lang, 1990.
Leo Schelbert, ed. The United States and Switzerland: Aspects of
Enmeshment. Vol. 25 Yearbook of German-American Studies. Lawrence,
KS: University of Kansas, 1991.
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Laura R. Villiger, Mari Sandoz. A Study in Post-Colonial Discourse. New
York: Peter Lang, 1994.
Donald Tritt, Swiss Festivals in North America 1995 - 1997. Chicago:
SAHS, 1995.
Konrad Basler, The Dorlikon Emigrants. Swiss Settlers and Cultural
Founders in the United States: A Personal Report. Translated by Laura R.
Villiger. New York: Peter Lang, 1996.
Hafis Bertschinger, With a Horse Called George. Pocatello: Univ. ofldaho
Press, 1996.
Gary K. Pranger, Philip Schaff (1819 - 1893). Portrait of an Immigrant
Theologian. New York: Peter Lang, 1997.
Andrea Boldt, Werner Enninger, and Delbert L. Gratz, eds. Mennonites in
Transition. From Switzerland to America. Emigrant and Immigrant
Experience. Anabaptist Documents. Morgantown, PA: Masthof Press, 1997.
Urspeter Schelbert, ed., "SAHS Index 1965 - 1998," SAHS Review, Vol.
xxxiii, 3 (1998). Morgantown, PA: Masthof Press, 1998.
Donald Tritt, Swiss Festivals. Morgantown, PA: Masthof Press, 1999.
Carol Williams, By Wonders and by War. Morgantown, PA: Masthof Press,
1999.
Leo Schelbert, ed. Switzerland Under Siege 1939 - 1945. A Neutral
Nation 's Struggle for Survival. Rockport, Maine: Picton Press, 2000 (in
cooperation with the American Swiss Foundation).
Carol Williams, Brightness Remembered. Rockport, Maine: Picton Press
2001.
Ernest Thurkauf, One Small Lifetime. Second edition. Edited by Ernest
Thurston. Rockport, Maine: Picton Press, 2003.
Lewis B. Rohrbach, Genealogical Guide/or Swiss Americans. 2003.
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3. PROGRAM FOR THE AFTERNOON MEETING

1:30: Monika Bachmann,
Instructor of History, Lord Fairfax Community College, Warrenton,
Virginia
"Keeper of the Web: Leland Harrison and Swiss-American Relations
during the Second World War"

2:30 Coffee Break

Jonathan Steinberg,
Professor of Modern European History, University of Pennsylvania
"Why Switzerland? How the Question Came to Be Asked"
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4. OBITUARIES
Ernest A. Thurkauf (1907-2002)
Ernest Albert Thurkauf, 95, of95 Old Coggins Place, Asheville, and the
Marjorie McCune Center, Black Mountain, North Carolina, died Sunday,
September 22, 2002 at Mission Hospital, Asheville, North Carolina.
Mr. Thurkauf was born in Liestal, Switzerland, son of Emil Thurkauf
and Amalie Braun. In 1915, when he was 8, the family emigrated to North
America, trying to survive in mining, farming, and lumbering towns of
Alberta, Canada, and Washington state before settling down on a farm near
Marathon, New York, in the 1930s.
In 1939 he attended Coyne Electrical School in Chicago, beginning a
long career as an electrician, electrical engineer, and educator. He served in
the U.S. Navy "SeaBees" in the South Pacific during WWII, reaching the
rank of Chief Electrician's Mate and being rewarded with a personally
signed letter of commendation from Secretary of the Navy James Foresta!
for a "Job Well Done." Most of his education came through a series of
correspondence school courses in the 1940s, '50s, and '60s.
In the mid 1960s, after leaving a position as chief electrical engineer for
Stauffer Chemical Corporation, he designed and headed an electrical
construction program for the Job Corps in New Jersey, and was once named
the Job Corps' national "Teacher of the Year." Other jobs took him to
Dunellen, New Jersey; Tarpon Springs, Florida; Indonesia; Kwajalein Atoll
(in the South Pacific); and Saxapahaw, North Carolina.
His tenacity was best illustrated by his fight against diabetes, which was
diagnosed in 1954 and which he controlled by diet alone for 47 years. Other
accomplishments of which he was most proud included 15 years as an adult
trainer and leader of the Boy Scouts of America; post commander of an
American Legion post in Inverness, Florida; and long-time membership in
the Swiss American Historical Society. His autobiography, One Small
Lifetime, is due to be re-published before the end of 2002 by the Swiss
American Historical Society, 2523 Asbury Avenue, Chicago, Illinois.
Thurkauf was preceded in death in 1985 by his wife of 44 years,
Florence (Hann). He leaves behind three children, Ernest Thurston of
Asheville; Amelia Thurston of Danburg, Connecticut, and Barbara
Thurston-Pagni of Tallahassee, Florida; and grandchildren Meda Thurston
and Korie Ainspan.
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A celebration of his life will be scheduled in October, to be announced
later. Memorial contributions may be made to the Marjorie McCune Center,
101 Lions Way, Black Mountain, Noth Carolina 28711.
For everything
There is a season;
A time to be born
And a time to try;
A time to laugh
And a wave "Good-bye"

Raymond Probst
Raymond Probst war einer der hervorragenden Staatsdiener von der Art
eines Paul Jolles, eines August Lindt oder eines Rudolf Bindschedler.
Jederzeit war fiir ihn das Interesse des Staates and seiner Burger Massstab
und allererste Prioritat. Als Unterhandler war er unvergleichlich. Ein
Verhandler, der das bestmogliche Resultat herausholte, sei es mit den
Oststaaten, sei es mit Kuba nach der Enteignung schweizerischen Besitzes.
Mit Erfolg verhandelte er auch mit den Amerikanem in Sachen Federation
Horlogere (der damals Antitrustklagen drohten) und in Sachen
Militardienstpflicht, wo er erreichte, dass Schweizer, die sich in die USA
begaben, nich mehr zur amerikanischen Armee einberufen wurden, bevor
sie Burger jenes Landes geworden waren. Er liebte die Prazision, das Detail,
und war von unermtidlichem Arbeitswillen. Selbst wahrend der Ferien
verlangte er die tagliche telefonische Information ilber die laufenden
Geschafte.
In den Botschaften wie in den Direktionen in Bern, denen er vorstand,
verstand Probst sich als eine Art paterfamilias. In einem gewissen Sinne
waren seine Kollegen auch seine Familie. Um sich duldete er allerdings
weder mangelnde Disziplin noch Faulheit oder lnkompetenz. Fur sich selbst
legte er die Messlatte hoch und dementsprechend natilrlich auch fiir seine
Mitarbeiter. Sosehr er jenen Gunst bezeugte, die er schatzte, so hart konnte
er mit andem sein, die er verachtete. Ee war ein Chef im wahren Sinne des
Wortes.
Raymond Probst hatte die diplomatische Karriere im Politischen
Departement (heute EDA) als Russisch-Deutsch-Ubersetzer der Schweizer
Delegation begonnen, die mit einer sowjetischen ilber das Schicksal der
rund 30 000 in die Schweiz geflilchteten UdSSR-Kriegsgefangenen
verhandelte, deren Rtickkehr Moskau verlangte. «Damals», sagte er mir
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spater, «ubersetzte ich ohen Gewissensskrupel und ohne mir selber Fragen
zur Richtigkeit unserer Positionen zu stellen.»
Nachdem er Delegierter fur Handelsvertrage und dann Botschafter in
Washington gewesen war, vollendete Raymond Probst seine Karriere als
Staatssekretar unter Bundesrat Pierre Aubert. Ich hatte die Ehre, ihm 1984
in dieser Funktion zu folgen. Man kann sich kaum eine einfachere
Nachfolge vorstellen, so sehr kam er seinem Nachfolger entgegen, so gut
waren die offenen Dossiers gefiihrt, so prazis fiihrte er mich in die
Pendenzen hin. Immer war Raymond Probst ein Gentleman und fur mich
stets ein Freund.

Edouard Brunner
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New Edition of Dictionary of German Names
Makes Tracking German Ancestry Easier
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE
CONTACT:
Eric Platt/ Max Kade Institute for German-American Studies
(608) 262-7546
ewplatt@students.wisc.edu

Madison, Wisconsin, July 30, 2002 -The Max Kade Institute for GermanAmerican Studies is pleased to announce the release of the second English
edition of the Dictionary of German Names, originally written by Hans
Bahlow and translated and significantly revised by Edda Gentry.
The Dictionary of German Names serves as a detailed English-language
reference for more than 15,000 German family names, including variant
spellings as well as the meanings and origins of each name. It will be an
essential compendium for those undertaking serious genealogical research
and of considerable interest as well to the merely curious. Some entries will
provoke a chuckle, other a bit of embarrassment, still others a sense of
wonder and even pride.
Dr. Helmut Schmahl, professor at the Johannes Gutenberg-University of
Mainz, Germany, says that the book is a boon for American genealogists
trying to track down their Germany roots. "The Dictionary of German
Names is a classic for anyone interested in their German ancestry and is the
best one-volume lexicon on German names available in either German or
English today," he says. "I think that it will prove to be an especially
invaluable tool for North Americans trying to determine what part of
Germany their ancestors came from."
Fran Luebke, former assistant director of the Institute for World Affairs and
an avid genealogist, agrees. "I found the Dictionary of German Names by
Hans Bahlow to be an invaluable resource in researching my German
family history," she says. "It helped me thread the maze of names with
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variant spellings and provided excellent background information on their
origin and meanings. Once only available in larger libraries, now I can have
my personal copy just an arm's reach away."
The Dictionary ofGerman Names is distributed by University of Wisconsin
Press and is available in hardcover for $39.95 and in paperback for $24.95.
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The New Swiss Journal
A Touch of Switzerland, George & Ursula Alther,
P.O . Box 4300, Auburn, CA 95604-4300; phone and fax: 530-582-1932

The only Swiss newspaper in the United States
Member of the Swiss-American Chamber of Commerce

Gri.iezi and Hello!
We started The New Swiss Journal, a monthly, independent newspaper for
Swiss and Friends of Switzerland in North America in 1999 and have a
tremendous success. Many of our readers from all across the country have
told us: "Your paper is exactly what we need!" The New Swiss Journal is
published every month, 12 times a year. It is written in English.
The New Swiss Journal keeps you informed of what's happening in
Switzerland(business, politics, sports and other interesting articles). As an
independent paper, we tell you exactly what is going on. The paper also
delights the cooks among its readers with typical Swiss recipes. Our
advertisers help you to find those special Swiss products and services in the
U.S. and in Switzerland. The paper also serves as a connection to Swiss
clubs all across North America.
The New Swiss Journal is a unique and informative Swiss paper, a paper
you can depend on! It is the best Swiss newspaper in North America! And
we have proven that we deliver, month after month!
We invite you to subscribe to The New Swiss Journal. We are sure you will
enjoy the paper. If you first want to sample a copy,just mail us a check for
$3.50 and we will send you a copy of the current edition. The New Swiss
Journal is also an excellent gift for your friends, relatives and your family.
A l year subscription is only:
A 2 year subscription is only:
A 3 year subscription is only:

$29.95
$58.00
$86.00
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For subscriptions to Switzerland add $16.50/year, to Canada add
$10.00/year.
We are looking forward to welcome you to our growing family of
subscribers!
Sincerely,
George & Ursula Alther
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